Story Settings Description
Key Words
spooky dark quiet damp
freezing gloomy creepy calm
peaceful lonely wild leafy cold
terrifying hidden

Write a paragraph about this setting. Include some key words to give a full description
of the setting.
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Story Settings Description
Key Words
sandy dusty hot scorching
bright dry warm old wild
wooden old-fashioned
unattractive dirty filthy arid

Write a paragraph about this setting. Include some key words to give a full description
of the setting.
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Story Settings Description
Key Words
cold freezing snowy icy bright
white lonely quiet beautiful
dangerous chilly bitter remote
breathtaking arctic

Write a paragraph about this setting. Include some key words to give a full description
of the setting.
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Story Settings Description
Key Words
beautiful fantastic lovely green
leafy noisy crowded lively fun
entertaining busy enjoyable
relaxing wonderful pleasant

Write a paragraph about this setting. Include some key words to give a full description
of the setting.
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Story Settings Description
Key Words
spooky haunted gloomy scary
frightening terrifying dark cold
dangerous mysterious eerie
lonely creepy foggy misty

Write a paragraph about this setting. Include some key words to give a full description
of the setting.
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Story Settings Description
Key Words
windy warm hot tropical
beautiful magnificent noisy
dangerous ferocious swashbuckling
daring sandy exciting adventurous
frightening

Write a paragraph about this setting. Include some key words to give a full description
of the setting.
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Story Settings Description
Key Words
beautiful magical enchanting glowing
glistening glittering stunning fantastic
magnificent starry quiet bright
majestic glamorous elegant

Write a paragraph about this setting. Include some key words to give a full description
of the setting.
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Story Settings Description
Key Words
alien weird strange unusual
mysterious futuristic glowing
gleaming amazing fantastic
metallic bizarre unsettling
odd exciting

Write a paragraph about this setting. Include some key words to give a full description
of the setting.
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Story Settings Description
Key Words
noisy busy crowded wild fantastic
beautiful majestic fantastic
fascinating dangerous roaring
wonderful exciting interesting
entertaining enjoyable

Write a paragraph about this setting. Include some key words to give a full description
of the setting.
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Story Settings Description
Key Words
beautiful unsettling giant calm
wild lovely dangerous fantastic
scorching freezing windy
spooky magnificent quiet noisy
tense lonely

Write a paragraph about this setting. Include some key words to give a full description
of the setting.
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